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Cooling and Localization Dynamics in Optical Lattices
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Using Bragg scattering as a sensitive probe, we study how atoms are cooled and localized afte
sudden turn-on of 1D and 3D optical lattices. We measure the time evolution of the mean-squ
position spread of the atoms in the lattice potential wells, a quantity proportional to their effect
temperature. The rate of exponential approach to equilibrium is proportional to the photon scatte
rate and about 6 times faster in 1D than in 3D. This simple proportionality was unexpected, ba
on the usual model of Sisyphus cooling, but is in agreement with our 1D Monte Carlo simulatio
[S0031-9007(96)02228-4]
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Optical lattices are periodic light-shift potentials fo
atoms, created by the interference of multiple laser bea
Atoms can be laser cooled and localized at the poten
minima [1–3]. Recently, Bragg scattering of a weak pro
was introduced as a new tool to study atoms in optical
tices [4,5]. The intensity of the Bragg scattered light is e
ponentially dependent on the mean square of the posi
spread of the atoms in the potential wells. This along w
the high time resolution provides a new way to investiga
the motion of atoms in optical lattices. Results based
this technique fill a gap in a field where most experimen
and theoretical studies have dealt with steady-state p
erties but only a few with the time dependence of atom
motion [6,7]. In this work we employ Bragg scatterin
to investigate experimentally for the first time how atom
in an optical lattice approach their steady state. Since
cool cesium on the6S1y2, F  4 ! 6P3y2, F0  5 transi-
tion, we explore polarization gradient (Sisyphus) cooli
for large angular momenta, where there are multiple
tentials capable of trapping the atoms at the same locat
We find that the cooling rate is proportional to intensit
in agreement with our Monte Carlo calculations, but in d
rect contradiction with the simple Sisyphus model of las
cooling [8], which nonetheless correctly predicts the line
dependence of temperature on intensity.

We investigate the 1D lin'lin lattice configuration
(counterpropagating beams with orthogonal polarizatio
[1–3] as well as its 3D generalization consisting of tw
pairs of linearly polarized laser beams configured as
Ref. [4]. The lattices are operated close to resona
(l  852 nm, Gy2p  5.2 MHz). In both 1D and 3D
we choose the quantization axisz to be orthogonal to the
polarization vectors of the lattice beams. In 1D, the lig
field displays alternating pures1 ands2 polarization in
planes perpendicular toz, spaced byly4. In 3D, there
are points of pures1 and s2 polarization forming a
centered tetragonal lattice with a spacing ofly2

p
2 along

z, andly
p

2 alongx andy. As the atoms are cooled an
localized around the lattice sites ofs6 polarization, they
form equidistant, dilutely occupied planes of atoms. T
mean-square position spread of the atoms about the la
0031-9007y97y78(4)y630(4)$10.00
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sites can be deduced from the Bragg reflectivity, except
an additive constant.

Consider our 1D lattice, as1-polarized probe beam
and a detection apparatus sensitive tos1-polarized light.
When saturation and higher order reflections can be
glected, the detected Bragg intensity from a single at
with a wave functionjcl distributed throughout the lattice
[9] is proportional to

IB , jkcjeiK?rVBVP jclj2, (1)

where the wave function consists of subcomponents
cording to the magnetic sublevels of cesium. The ope
tors VP and VB describe the electric-dipole coupling
between the internal atomic states by the probe wa
and the Bragg-reflected wave, respectively. The opera
productVBVP connects two states in theF  4 manifold
through theF0  5 manifold of excited states. The opera
tor eiK?r contains the momentum transferK associated
with Bragg reflection and describes its effect on the ato
center-of-mass coordinate. We chooseK such that the
average position distribution of the atoms alongK has a
periodicity fulfilling the first-order Bragg condition.

A simplification of Eq. (1) is obtained as follows. Ou
own and other [10] Monte Carlo simulations show th
when the lattice is turned on most of the atoms are rapi
pumped into the extreme magnetic sublevels,mF  64.
Thus, we can neglect states other thanmF  64. Be-
cause of the strong asymmetry of the Clebsch-Gordan
efficients involved, the operatorsVP andVB mostly couple
the statesmF  4 andmF0  5. Then, Eq. (1) becomes
approximately

IB , jyByP j2jkc4je
iK?r jc4lj2, (2)

where the wave function is restricted to the domina
component,mF  4, and the operator productVBVP is
replaced by a single constantjyByPj. If we use the
approximation of Eq. (2) and assume that the atoms hav
Gaussian position distribution around the lattice sites w
mean-square spreadDj2 (j being measured alongK),
the Bragg reflectivity is proportional to the Debye-Walle
factorb  exps2K2Dj2d. Our Monte Carlo simulations
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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show that calculating the exact Bragg reflectivity wi
Eq. (1), and then using the Debye-Waller factor to extr
Dj2 yields an excellent approximation to the true mea
square position spread of the atoms, given by the
wave function. We find both experimentally and theore
cally that as the atoms cool, the Bragg reflectivityIBstd
andDjstd2 approach single steady-state valuesIBs`d and
Dj2s`d, for a wide range of parameters.

Experimentally, we determineDj2std from

Dj2std  2
lnfIBstdyIBs`dg

K2
1 Dj2s`d , (3)

where for
p

Dj2s`d we use the previously observe
steady-state values ofly7.3 6 5% (3D) andly18 6 7%
(1D), which were found to be independent of the latti
parameters [2,11]. The 1D value agrees with our Mo
Carlo simulations. ForIBs`d we use the steady-stat
value of the Bragg intensity averaged over several ru
with different parameters. The extraction of an evoluti
rate is not influenced by the choice ofIBs`d or Dj2s`d.
In the approximation of harmonic potential wells,Dj2 is
proportional to the potential energy of the trapped ato
and to their kinetic energy and temperatureT . Thus,
Dj2std yields information on how the atoms are cooled

In our 1D experiment the probe beam is parallel to o
of the lattice beams and almost perfectly retroreflec
by Bragg scattering (i.e.,j  z), implying a momentum
transfer ofK  2k (k  2pyl). In 3D the directions of
incidence and detection are arranged such that we obs
reflection from lattice planes separated byly

p
2, giving a

photon momentum transferK 
p

2 k.
The data are taken in 4 ms cycles [4]. Atoms are c

lected for 2 ms in a magneto-optical trap, and then coo
for 1 ms in an optical molasses. At this instant, the ato
are presumed to be in a spatially disordered thermal dis
bution with a temperature ofø10 mK. This temperature
was not measured but was inferred for ours1 2 s2 mo-
lasses from the known detuning and intensity followin
[12]. Approximately10 ms after switching off the mo-
lasses beams the lattice beams are suddenly turned on
a rise time,0.2 ms. After a variable atom-lattice inter
action time the lattice light is turned off and with a dela
of ø0.2 ms a weak probe pulse measuring the Bragg
flectivity of the sample is introduced. The width of th
probe pulse is only about0.5 ms and its typical inten-
sity 0.1 mWycm2, ensuring that during the probe puls
the Bragg reflectivity does not significantly change due
thermal motion of the atoms or photon recoil. The Brag
reflected light is detected by a photomultiplier.

Results for Dj2std obtained from measured 1D an
3D Bragg reflectivities using Eq. (3) are presented
Fig. 1 for different diabatic potential depthsU0. U0 
jh̄dy2j hlns1 1 sd 2 lnf1 1 s1y45dsgj with the saturation
parameters  2V2ysG2 1 4d2d. V is the Rabi fre-
quency for the strongest transition at the lattice sites,
d is the detuning from resonance. ForU0 . 300 recoil
energies (ER  h̄2k2y2m), Dj2 smoothly approaches a
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FIG. 1. Mean-square position spreadDj2std in 1D and 3D as
a function of atom-lattice interaction timet for d  25G and
various potential depthsU0. The probe frequency is 4 MHz
below the atomic resonance. The solid lines are exponen
fits to the data.

steady-state value, which is nearly independent ofU0, but
different in 1D and 3D. We expect this independence sin
the shapes of the potentials are self-similar for differe
depthsU0 and the equilibrium temperature is proportiona
to U0 [11].

Figure 1 shows that for constant atom-lattice detunin
the approach to steady state is faster for higherU0. (The
fact that Dj2 apparently starts from smaller values a
higher U0 reflects initial oscillations inDj2 and is ad-
dressed below.) After a fewms each data set is well fitted
by a single exponential of the formDj2std  fDj2s0d 2

Dj2s`dge2tyt 1 Dj2s`d. In order to account for the weak
dependence ofDj2s`d on detuning and intensity, it is
treated as a free parameter. The fits yield localization ra
t21 which are plotted versus the potential depthU0 in
Fig. 2. For fixed detuning, the values oft21 are propor-
tional toU0, but for equal potential depths the evolution i
1D is about 6 times faster than in 3D.

We studied the localization rates for different atom
lattice detunings. For each detuning, we observe the p
portionality betweenU0 and the localization rate for the
conditionss , 0.4 andU0 $ 300ER . The 1D results are
shown in Fig. 3 which plots the ratio of the photon scatte
ing rateG0  Gsy2ss 1 1d and the localization ratet21

along with Monte Carlo results (as described below). T
ratio tG0 is essentially constant, independent of the sp
cific choice of detuning, intensity, and potential depth. W
also find this constancy in 3D. In 1D the localization tim
constant is the time it takes to scatter about 30 photo
3D requires about 200 photons. If the potential is too sh
low or the saturation is too large this number increases

We investigated the sensitivity oft to the initial tem-
perature, determined by the parameters of the molas
631
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FIG. 2. Localization ratet21 in s21 and in units ofvR 
ERyh̄  2p 3 2.07 kHz versus potential depthU0. The
dashed lines are linear fits forced through the origin, yieldin
t21  96sU0yERd s21 for 1D and t21  15.1sU0yERd s21

for 3D.

precooling the sample. We observed thatt typically var-
ied by less than 10% when the estimated initial temperatu
is less than or equal to the steady-state temperature in
lattice. In this, the usual case, the potential energy acqui
by the atoms during the sudden onset of the lattice exce
the kinetic energy in the molasses. For much higher in
tial temperatures we observe a nonexponential approac
equilibrium with slower evolution at the beginning.

We applied a Monte Carlo wave function metho
[10,13,14] to simulate our experimental results in 1D fo
the actualF  4 ! F0  5 transition. Reference [10]
studied the localization of atoms with aJ  3 ! J 0  4
transition, finding, as we do, the localization rate to b
proportional toG0. We calculate the average Bragg ampl
tude using Eq. (1), from typically 50 quantum trajectorie
and extractDj2std via Eq. (3). Then, as in the experi-
ment, exponentials are fitted toDj2std. In Fig. 4 the
localization rates, obtained ford  25G and 212.5G,
are plotted versus the potential depthU0. As in the
experiment, there is a clear linear relationship betwe
the localization rate andU0 for fixed detuning and it is

FIG. 3. Ratio of the photon scattering rateG0 to the local-
ization ratet21, as a function of the atom-lattice detuningd.
The squares represent experimental results obtained in 1D;
diamonds are from Monte Carlo simulations. All experiment
points are averages of several measurements taken at diffe
lattice intensities.
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verified thatt depends only onG0. The theoretical rates
agree with the experimental ones to withinø20%. We
consider this to be reasonable agreement, since we have
10% calibration uncertainty for the lattice intensity, and
additional uncertainties due to factors such as nonideal po
larizations and slight intensity imbalances between lattice
beams. There is also statistical uncertainty of the theo
retical value as well as the possibility of a weak influence
of the discretization ofk space used in the calculations.

We also performed semiclassical Monte Carlo calcula-
tions in which the positions and momenta of the atoms are
classical variables. The full quantum and the semiclassica
results agree within30%, showing that the semiclassical
method gives a fair approximation to the localization and
cooling dynamics as well. The moderate deviations mostly
occur forU0 , 500ER where the semiclassical evolution
tends to be slower.

Based on the virial theorem for the harmonic oscillator,
we expect a close relationship between the evolution o
the kinetic temperature andDj2std. Our simulations do,
in fact, show a close relationship. However, as a result o
the anharmonicity of the potential, the ratio between the
temperature and localization rates depends on what defin
tion of temperature we use. Our simulations yield a tem-
perature evolution rate in good agreement with the one o
Dj2std, when we take the temperature to be proportional to
the square of the FWHM of the momentum distribution. If
instead we use the mean-square momentum we find evolu
tion rates about 1.5 to 2 times slower due to non-Gaussia
wings of the momentum distribution. Nevertheless, what-
ever definition of temperature we use, we do see the clea
relationship of the temperature evolution rate being pro-
portional to the photon scattering rate.

A seminal result of the theory of Sisyphus cooling is
that the temperature is proportional toU0, originally cal-
culated semiclassically for aJ  1y2 ! J  3y2 system
with the atoms dragged at constant velocity [8]. These
calculations show that the cooling rate isindependentof
intensity. We find both experimentally and theoretically
for our system that the cooling rate isproportional to
intensity, even though the temperature dependence is a

FIG. 4. Localization rate versus the potential depthU0 cal-
culated by 1D Monte Carlo simulations. The uncertainty esti-
mates are based on separate fits to different parts of the curve
Dj2std and their uncertainties. The linear fits, forced through
the origin, yield t21  118sU0yERd s21 for d  25G, and
t21  51sU0yERd s21 for d  212.5G.
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predicted by Sisyphus cooling, implying that the coolin
mechanism must be different. While including a finite ca
ture range and a nonlinear friction force may improve t
dragged-atom picture, it remains fundamentally unsuita
for trapped atoms. More sophisticated analytical and
merical models forJ  1y2 ! J  3y2 also fail to re-
produce the dependencies we observe [15]. The sim
behavior of the temperature and the cooling rate sugg
that an analytic model of simplicity and power similar
that of the dragged-atom Sisyphus model should exist
predominantly trapped atoms.

Details of the early-time behavior of the Bragg scatter
intensity in 3D are shown in Fig. 5. For high lattice in
tensities and small detunings, we observe oscillations
Dj2std, the first direct observation of breathing-mode wa
packets in optical lattices. Localization builds up rapid
during the first few microseconds and the oscillations
strongly damped due to the anharmonicity of the poten
wells [11]. They are induced by the force experienced
the atoms after the sudden turn-on of the potential we
Atoms optically pumped into the extrememF states are
accelerated towards the potential minima and vibrate
the frequency characteristic of the potential. The res
ing breathing motion at twice the mechanical oscillati
frequency produces the modulations in the Bragg scatte
intensity shown in Fig. 5. In order to observe these os
lations the rate of optical pumping to the extrememF states
must be comparable to or higher than the mechanical
cillation frequency. Since the ratio between these qu
tities is proportional to

p
Iyjdj3, the oscillations should

be more pronounced at high intensity and small det
ing, as observed experimentally. Such oscillations are a
seen in 1D experiments and in Monte Carlo calculation

In this Letter we have presented the first experimen
measurements on the time-dependent dynamics of the
calization and thermal equilibration of initially disordere
atoms in 1D and 3D optical lattices. The results are
good quantitative agreement with 1D Monte Carlo sim

FIG. 5. Short-time behavior of the Bragg intensity in 3D. Th
lattice detuning isd  25G, except for the uppermost curv
which was taken withd  23G. The oscillations reflect a
mechanical breathing motion of the atoms in the potential we
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lations, but some important questions remain unanswere
For example, we do not know why the 3D localization rate
is so much slower than the 1D one. Is this related to th
existence of orbits with angular momentum in 3D? Doe
it depend on the axis along which the measurements a
made? Furthermore, we do not know whether the coolin
process occurs substantially without the movement of a
atom from one lattice site to another (local cooling) or if
as in the case ofJ  1y2 ! J 0  3y2 cooling, an atom
must move from one site to another in order to be coole
This question could be answered by an experiment sen
tive to the time constant for spin flips of the atoms. We
hope to study such questions as well as the driven motio
of atoms in optical lattices in future research.
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